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This article presents Coraline, which is a new table-understanding proposal. Its novelty lies in a
coral-reef optimisation algorithm that addresses the problem of feature selection in synchrony with a
clustering technique and some custom heuristics that help extract information in a totally unsupervised
manner. Our experimental analysis was performed on a large collection of tables with a variety of
layouts, encoding problems, and formatting alternatives. Coraline could achieve an F1 score as high as
0.90 and took 7.07 CPU seconds per table, which improves on the best supervised proposal by 6.67%
regarding effectiveness and 40.54% regarding efficiency; it also improves on the best unsupervised
proposal by 11.11% regarding effectiveness while it remains very competitive regarding efficiency.
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. Introduction

Nowadays, there are billions of web sites in the World Wide
eb, which makes it the most popular content-distribution plat-

orm and a major source of information. The information is pre-
ented using visualisation elements that include text, images,
ables, or multi-media streams that aim at facilitating people
nderstanding it without any further assistance. However, to
eally empower people with knowledge and enable them to make
nformed decisions, it is necessary to have automatic systems that
llow to find, extract, and process that information effectively and
fficiently.
HTML tables are a popular means to display information due to

heir compactness and conciseness [1–3]. It is not surprising then
hat they are considered one of the most significant information
ources in the current Web [4]. The information in typical HTML
ables can be leveraged in many application domains [2,4–8],
.g., knowledge management, information retrieval, web mining,
ummarisation, knowledge base construction, or question an-
wering. Researchers commonly refer to the tables that are used
o display information as relational tables, in contrast to non-
elational tables that are used to position other elements on the
creen.
Relational HTML tables are typically generated on user de-

and by filling-in a template with information that comes from
 back-end database. The information records are typically placed
n a grid in which the data-value cells are arranged horizontally
nd/or vertically and there are some headers that provide meta-
ata that helps people understand the semantics [9]. Unfortu-

ately, the groups of cells that form a record or the relationships
between both types of cells are not made explicit in HTML, which
makes it difficult for a machine to understand their relational
nature. There have been several initiatives to enrich HTML with
semantics, e.g., RDFa, JSON-LD, Microdata, or Microformats. Un-
fortunately, a recent analysis of the 32.04 million domains in
the November 2019 Common Crawl has revealed that only 11.92
million domains provide such semantic hints [10], which argues
for a method to deal with the remaining 20.12 million domains.

Summing up, it is necessary to devise information extractors
that can reverse-engineer relational tables to infer their struc-
ture and pull their information out in machine-understandable
formats. The literature reports on many general proposals [11,
12], which do not seem appropriate for HTML tables [13] be-
ause they were not devised to make relational tables apart
rom non-relational tables, to make meta-data cells apart from
ata-value cells, or to infer their underlying relationships. This
otivated many researchers to work on specific-purpose table-
nderstanding proposals [3,7]. They revolve around a pipeline
hat encompasses locating the relational tables in the input HTML
ocuments, identifying their cells, classifying their roles, and then
xtracting information records. The first two tasks and the last
ask are relatively easy to implement using the current technol-
gy; the third task is far more involved due to the many existing
ayouts, encodings problems, and formatting alternatives [3,7].

This article introduces Coraline, which provides a new means
o implement the table-understanding pipeline. Its main contri-
ution is its approach to identify the role of the cells, which sim-
lates a reef in which corals compete to preserve their genome
hrough as many generations as possible [14]. This meta-heuristic
is used to find an informative subset of features in synchrony with
a clustering technique and some custom heuristics that allow to
group the cells into two clusters: one that contains the meta-data
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cells and another that contains the data-value cells. Our analysis 
f the literature reveals that this approach is novel regarding 
nformation extraction and our experimentation confirms that 
t is very effective and efficient. Coraline improves on the best 
upervised proposal by 6.67% regarding effectiveness and 40.54%
egarding efficiency; it improves on the best unsupervised pro-
osal by 11.11% regarding effectiveness, which comes at the cost 

of some inefficiency that does not preclude it from being used 
in practice because it takes an average of 7.07 CPU seconds per
able.

The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews 
he related work, Section 3 describes Coraline in depth, Section 4 
eports on the results of our experimental analysis, and Section 5 
oncludes the article.

2. Related work

In this section, we first analyse the literature on information
xtraction and then provide an overall picture of coral reefs and
ow they inspired the meta-heuristic used in Coraline.

.1. Information extraction

The literature provides many general-purpose proposals for
nformation extraction that are based on analysing visual fea-
ures [15], matching trees [16], text alignment [17,18], neural
etworks [19], learning first-order rules [20], and also infer-
ing propositio-relational rules [21], just to mention a few. Un-
ortunately, they are not intended to identify relational tables,
either aim they to discover the relationships between their
ells. This makes them inappropriate in our context [22] and
otivated many researchers to work on specific-purpose table-
nderstanding proposals [3,7].
Table-understanding proposals generally implement a pipeline

with the following tasks: locating relational tables, identifying
their cells, classifying the roles of the cells, and then extracting in-
formation records. We have analysed the most recent surveys on
extracting information from HTML tables [3,7] and our conclusion
is that only the third task poses challenges, yet, due to the many
existing layouts, encoding problems, and formatting alternatives.
We have identified three supervised approaches [5,23,24] and
nine heuristic-based approaches [1,24–31] to implement this
ask, which we summarise below.

Yoshida et al. [23] used the Expectation Maximisation algo-
ithm, which was fed with many tables to adjust a probability
odel according to a number of pre-defined table types that ease

dentifying the roles of the cells. Cafarella et al. [24] learnt a
lassifier from a training set that provides many cells with struc-
ural and content-based features plus additional user-provided
nnotations. Nishida et al. [5] devised the current state-of-the-art
roposal, which relies on a recurrent neural network to encode
he tokens in each cell as a 3-D volume to which a convolutional
eural network is then applied to infer features that help classify
he tables and identify the roles of their cells.

Chen et al. [25] devised a heuristic-based proposal that mea-
ures cell similarity on a per-row/column basis according to
ome pre-defined features; the first rows/columns that are more
issimilar to each other are assumed to have the meta-data
ells. Yang and Luk [26] devised a proposal for numeric tables
hat assumes that data-value cells contain a number or a range
f numbers with an optional measurement unit or strings like
‘N/A’’ or ‘‘nil’’. Kim and Lee [27] assumed that the top-most rows
nd the left-most columns contain meta-data cells as long as they
eet some custom heuristics regarding spanning and pattern-
ased coherency. Jung and Kwon’s [28] proposal seeks for regions

ith spanned cells, common background colours or fonts, empty

2

ells, and cells whose contents match some patterns; they then
se some heuristics to divide the input tables into two regions:
he meta-data cells are then assumed to be on the top-most,
eft-most region and the data-value cells are assumed to be in
he other region. Gatterbauer et al. [32] defined a number of
ommon table types and used some heuristics that are based
n style features; unfortunately, the authors did not disclose
he exact heuristics, but revealed that their proposal needs to
e improved in order to work more effectively in a domain-
ndependent manner. Embley et al.’s [30] proposal looks for
our so-called critical cells, namely: the first and fourth critical
ells are set to the upper-left and to the bottom-right corners,
espectively; the other two critical cells update their positions
ntil the first two index every single cell in the region delimited
y the last two critical cells; the region delimited by the first two
ritical cells is assumed to have the meta-data cells. Milošević
t al. [1] restricted their attention to the tables in the PubMed

Central repository; they measure the similarity of the syntactic
types of the cells contents on a per-column basis; when a fixed-
size window contains cells with the same syntactic types, it stops,
and the cells above that window are considered to be the meta-
data cells; the cells in a full-spanned row and in subsequent rows
that also have spanned cells, the cells that are encoded in a thead
tag, or the cells that are in a row that is enclosed in horizontal
lines are also considered meta-data cells.

Unfortunately, the previous proposals have some inherent
drawbacks, namely: (a) Regarding the layouts, the proposals
by Cafarella et al.’s [24], Braunschweig et al.’s [33] and Milošević
et al.’s [1] cannot deal with vertical listings; the proposals by
Cafarella et al. [24], Braunschweig et al. [33], Yoshida et al.
[23] and Gatterbauer et al. [32] cannot deal with matrices; Wu
t al.’s [2] proposal can work on any layouts, but the authors ad-
itted that it may have difficulties to make vertical listings apart

rom matrices. (b) Regarding encoding problems, the proposals
y Jung and Kwon [28], Milošević et al. [1], and Wu et al. [2]
ssume that meta-data and data-value cells are encoded using
h and td tags, respectively, which is not generally true in the
eb (in our experimental analysis, we found that 34.96% of

he meta-data cells were encoded using td tags and 11.74% of
he data-value cells were encoded using th tags); the proposals
y Yoshida et al. [23], Cafarella et al. [24], and Braunschweig
t al. [33] have problems when the row/column lengths are
eterogeneous due to cells that are incorrectly spanned. (c) Re-
arding the formatting alternatives, Braunschweig et al. [33] do
ot deal with tables with multiple row/columns of meta-data
ells; neither work well the proposals by Chen et al. [25], Yoshida
et al. [23], Yang and Luk [26], Kim and Lee [27], Jung and Kwon
[28], Embley et al. [30], Braunschweig et al. [33], and Milošević
et al. [1] when there are not any meta-data cells. (d) Further-
more, Cafarella et al.’s [24] and Nishida et al.’s [5] proposals are
supervised; unfortunately, assembling the training set is a time-
consuming and an error-prone task that does not scale well to
the Web. (e) Finally, Yang and Luk’s [26] and Milošević et al.’s [1]
proposals are domain specific and then not general-enough to
deal with the variety of tables in the current Web.

Our proposal is superior in that it can work with all of the
common layouts, pays special attention to common encoding
problems and formatting alternatives, and it is completely unsu-
pervised and domain agnostic.

2.2. Coral-reef optimisation

This section describes corals, reefs, and their biological life
cycle. It provides a foundation that helps understand how we
have mapped the HTML information extraction problem onto a
coral-reef optimisation problem [34] that helps tell meta-data
and data-value cells apart.
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A coral consists of a calcium carbonate skeleton where a polyp
ives. When the polyp dies, its skeleton remains and may be used
y larvae to settle and grow. It is the accumulation of skeletons
nd polyps that forms a reef. Typical reefs have, literally, millions
f corals that compete to preserve their genome across as many
enerations as possible.
Corals can reproduce asexually and/or sexually and their

enome may undergo mutations. Asexual reproduction, aka. bud-
ing, happens when a coral clones itself as a larva. There are two
ypes of sexual reproduction, namely: spawning and brooding.
n both cases, a male coral releases a sperm that eventually
ertilises an ovum released by a female coral. In the former case,
he fertilisation occurs in the water, whereas in the latter case,
t occurs inside the body of the female coral. The fertilisation
rocess crosses the genome of the progenitors at two different
oints and also results in a larva. Larvae float in the water until
hey find a position in their reef where they can settle and
ecome corals. Both larvae and corals perish continuously due
o the following factors: on the one hand, the positions in the
eef are limited, which means that many larvae weaken too much
fter several settling attempts and perish; on the other hand,
redation and pollution threaten them all the time.
The previous biological eco-systems inspired an evolutionary

pproach that is known as Coral-Reef Optimisation [14]. Gener-
lly speaking, the idea is to represent the domain of a function
sing corals and then simulate their evolution to find the opti-
um. The corals can easily encode the search space using their
enomes and the evolution process can quickly move through
hat space using the target function as a health score: the better
he value of the function on a given coral, the more healthy it is
nd, consequently, the more likely to pass its genome on to the
ext generation.
The idea of using meta-heuristics to perform clustering has

ecently got some attention [35], particularly the idea of using
oral-reef approaches [36]. On the one hand, meta-heuristics can
aturally explore large and complex search spaces, which makes
hem appropriate for NP-hard problems like clustering [37]; on
he other hand, coral-reef approaches have been applied to a
ariety of problems in different fields [14,34,36] and they have
ed to competitive and promising results. They can naturally deal
ith the myopia that takes other techniques to local optima
hanks to the way that corals fight for space, along with the
pecific characteristics of coral reproduction [14]. However, to
he best of our knowledge, no author has explored using a coral-
eef approach to extracting information from HTML tables, which
otivated us to explore this research niche and to exploit it

n a new real-world scenario. Specifically, we address the prob-
em of classifying the cells as meta-data or data-value cells by
sing a coral-reef approach in which the most informative cell
eatures are selected and used to cluster the cells, which are
hen categorised using some simple heuristics. Our formulation
ot inspiration from Salcedo-Sanz et al.’s [14] original proposal;
ote that Tsai et al. [36] improved on the original formulation by
xploring several search strategies using a map-reduce approach
hat is very appropriate to deal with big data, but that is not the
ase of typical HTML tables.

. Our proposal

In this section, we describe our proposal to extract information
rom HTML tables. First, we present some preliminaries; next,
e introduce our pipeline; finally, we focus on our coral-reef
pproach to classify the cells.
3

3.1. Preliminaries

Definition 1 (Core Mathematical Concepts). A bag is a set in which
there can be multiple instances of the same object. We use
operators size, ⊎, and \ to denote the size, union, and subtraction
of bags, respectively. An n-dimensional vector V is an array of the
form (v1, v2, . . . , vn) (n ≥ 1). Given a vector V , its dimensionality
is denoted as dim V . Given a vector V and a natural number i, its
ith component is denoted as V [i] (1 ≤ i ≤ dim V ). A matrix M is a
ector of vectors ((v1,1, v1,2, . . . , v1,m), . . . , (vn,1, vn,2, . . . , vn,m))
n ≥ 1,m ≥ 1). Given a matrix M and two natural numbers i
nd j, its component at position (i, j) is denoted as M[i, j]. A ran-
om variable is a function that returns values whose probability
ensity is characterised by means of a theoretical distribution. We
estrict our attention to random variable Bλ, which is distributed
according to a Bernoulli with mean λ (0.00 ≤ λ ≤ 1.00), and
andom variable Uλ1,λ2 , which is uniformly distributed in integer
nterval [λ1, λ2] (λ1 ≤ λ2). □

efinition 2 (Documents and Tables). A document is a file whose
ontents are encoded using the HTML mark-up language, which
llows to represent it using a DOM tree. A table is a grid that
an be used to display data or to arrange other elements on the
creen. The former are called relational tables and the latter are
alled non-relational tables. Every piece of HTML whose root is a
ode with a table tag is considered a table. Rows are encoded as
OM sub-trees with tr tags and cells are encoded as DOM sub-
rees with th or td tags. Cells can be either meta-data cells, which
rovide semantic hints, and data-value cells, which provide data
alues. Depending on how the information is laid out in a table, it
s common to classify them as horizontal listings, vertical listings,
r matrices [38]. □

Definition 3 (Information Records). The information in a table can
be modelled as a record of the form {hi : vi}

n
i=1 (n ≥ 1), where hi

is a header and vi is a data-value cell (1 ≤ i ≤ n). A header is a
group of meta-data cells that help interpret the components of an
information record. We use term tuple to refer to the data-value
cells in an information record. □

Definition 4 (Features and Clusterings). A feature is a property
of a cell. The features of a single cell are represented by means
of a feature vector; the features of all of the cells in a table
are represented by means of a feature matrix. A feature can
be visual (which is computed from the rendering attributes),
structural (which is computed from the DOM tree structural at-
tributes), lexical or syntax (which are computed from the content
attributes). Note that the attributes can be categorical, discrete,
or continuous, which means that they must be transformed into
real numbers before computing the corresponding features. A
clustering is a binary matrix that classifies every cell in a table
as either meta-data or data-value. □

Definition 5 (Corals and Reefs). A coral is represented by means of
a genome that is encoded as a vector of the form (c1, c2, . . . , cn)
n ≥ 1) in which each component is a Boolean that indicates
hether a feature is considered or not for clustering purposes.
As usual, we represent Booleans using zeros and ones.) A reef
s represented as a vector in which each component is either a
oral or a null value; the components of a reef are commonly
eferred to as positions. We use term larva to refer to a newborn;
t becomes a coral when it settles in a reef. Given a feature matrix

and a coral C , we use health(M, C) to denote a triplet (s, d, c)
n which s, d, and c represent, respectively, the Silhouette, the
avies–Bouldin, and the Caliński–Harabasz scores of the cluster-
ng that results from projecting M onto the subspace of features
ncoded by coral C [39]. We use size R and occupation R to denote
he number of positions and corals in reef R. □
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Fig. 1. Information extraction pipeline.
efinition 6 (Hyper-parameters). Coraline requires the user to
et the following hyper-parameters: RSIZE (the number of posi-
ions in the reef), NGEN (the number of generations to simulate),
NSA (the maximum number of settling attempts), MUTP (the
robability that a coral mutates), INITR (the initial occupancy
atio), SPAWR (the spawning ratio), BUDDR (the budding ratio),
nd PERIR (the perishment ratio). Note that there is no need to
ntroduce a hyper-parameter to model the brooding ratio since it
ould be trivially defined as 1.00 − SPAWR. □

.2. The pipeline

The pipeline is fed with a stream of HTML documents and pro-
uces a stream of information records. It performs the following
asks in sequence, cf. Fig. 1: locating relational tables, identifying
heir cells, classifying the roles of the cells, and then extracting
nformation records.

ocating relational tables. This task works on the input docu-
ents and extracts their tables as follows: (a) It transforms the

nput document into a DOM tree using an HTML parser. (b) It
omputes the attributes of the DOM nodes by means of a custom
cript that is executed by a headless browser. (c) It locates the
OM nodes with a table tag using a CSS selector. (d) It discards
he tables whose width or height attributes are set to 0px, the
ables whose display attribute is set to none, the tables with
ne row or column, and inner nested tables. (e) If a table or any
f its ancestors in the DOM tree has attribute dir set to ‘‘rtl’’, then
he table is flipped horizontally so that the first column is always
he left-most column.

dentifying cells. This task works on the tables extracted by the
revious task and makes their cells explicit: (a) It iterates over the
ows of the input table and finds the cells by looking for nodes
ith th and td tags. (b) The spanned cells are replicated accord-

ng to their rowspan or colspan attributes. (c) Rows/columns
hat are larger than 200 cells are cut to prevent unnecessary over-
ead with tables that are incorrectly encoded. (d) Rows/columns
4

that are shorter than expected are padded using empty cells.
(e) Rows/columns that consist exclusively of empty cells are re-
moved (a cell is empty if it consists of blanks, dashes, or question
marks). (f) Duplicated rows/columns are removed, except for the
top-most and/or the left-most ones.

Classifying cell roles. This task works on the tables returned by
the previous task and returns clusterings that tell their meta-data
cells apart from their data-value cells as follows: (a) A feature
matrix M is computed from the cells in the input table plus
their deviations with respect to the cells in the same row, in the
same column, and the remaining cells. (b) A clustering K is then
computed from the feature matrix M using the approach that is
described in the following subsection. (c) Clustering K is corrected
according to the majority vote in each row or column. (d) The
cells in the cluster that lies at the top-most rows and/or the left-
most columns are classified as meta-data cells and the others are
classified as data-value cells.

Extracting information records. This task works on pairs of feature
matrices and clusterings (M, K ) computed by the previous task
and returns information records as follows: (a) It guesses the
layout. This is straightforward if none of the clusters in K is
empty: it is a horizontal listing if the majority of meta-data cells
are at the top-most rows, it is a vertical listing if most of them are
on the left-most columns, and, otherwise, it is a matrix. If one
of the clusters is empty, the classification requires to compute
the averages of the deviation features per row, per column, and
per cell: it is a horizontal listing if the per-column average is the
smallest one, it is a vertical listing if the per-row average is the
smallest one, and, otherwise, it is a matrix. (b) It then creates
the output information records according to the type of layout,
namely: if it is a horizontal listing, then the headers are computed
from the meta-data cells at the top of the table in a column-wise
manner and the tuples are computed from the data-value cells
in a row-wise manner; if it is a vertical listing, then the headers
are computed from the meta-data cells on the left of the table in
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method cluster(M) returns K
▷ Step 1: initialisation.
R := random reef with ⌊INITR · RSIZE⌋ dimM[1, 1]-dimensional corals
▷ Step 2: evolution.
loop NGEN times

▷▷ Step 2.1: budding.
L1 := pick ⌊BUDDR · occupation R⌋ random corals from reef R
▷▷ Step 2.2: spawning.
S := pick ⌊SPAWR · occupation R⌋ random corals from reef R
L2 := fertilise(S, S)
▷▷ Step 2.3: brooding.
B := pick the corals in reef R that are not in S
L3 := fertilise(S, B)
▷▷ Step 2.4: settling.
L := L1 ⊎ L2 ⊎ L3
R := settle larvae in L using (M, R) in MNSA attempts at most
▷▷ Step 2.5: perishing.
R := perish ⌊PERIR · occupation R⌋) random corals in R

end
▷ Step 3: computing result.
C := select the best coral in R
M ′ := project feature matrix M onto the sub-space encoded by C
K := invoke k-means on feature matrix M ′ with k = 2

nd

Algorithm 1: Method to cluster cells.

row-wise manner and the tuples are computed from the data-
alue cells in a column-wise manner; if it is a matrix, then each
ata-value cell is a tuple and its corresponding header is created
rom the meta-data cells on the corresponding left-most columns
nd top-most rows.

.3. Clustering the cells

The key to identify the roles of the cells is to cluster them ap-
ropriately. Typically, the cluster at the top-most rows and/or the
eft-most columns contains the meta-data cells and the remaining
ells are data-value cells. Algorithm 1 presents our method to per-
orm such a clustering using a coral-reef optimisation approach.
t works on a feature matrix M that represents a relational table
nd returns a clustering K .
The first step initialises the reef. This basically amounts to

reating a vector with RSIZE positions in which ⌊INITR · RSIZE⌋

andom positions are initialised with random corals. (Recall that
NITR is a hyper-parameter that determines the ratio of positions
hat are occupied with corals in the initial population; recall,
oo, that RSIZE is a hyper-parameter that determines the number
f positions in the reef). The initial corals are implemented as
andom Boolean vectors whose dimensionality is determined by
he dimensionality of the vectors in the feature matrix. (Whether
component of the initial corals is set to true or false is deter-
ined randomly using a Bernoulli random variable with mean
= 0.50.) Note that every cell in the input table is projected onto

he same feature space, so any of the cells in the input feature
atrix provides the exact dimensionality of the corals.
The second step evolves the reef according to hyper-parameter

GEN , which involves performing budding, performing spawning,
erforming brooding, settling the resulting larvae, and perishing
ome random corals.
Budding is the simplest kind of reproduction since any of the

orals can clone itself into a larva. Thus the first bag of larvae L is
1

5

ethod fertilise(A, B) returns L
L := ∅

while A ̸= B ∧ A ̸= ∅ ∧ B ̸= ∅ do
C1 := pick one random coral from A
C ′

1 := if BMUTP then mutate C1 else C1

C1 := pick one random coral from A \ {C1}

C ′

2 := if BMUTP then mutate C2 else C2

d := dim C1; p1 := U1,d−2; p2 := Up1,d−1

C := crossover C ′

1 and C ′

2 at points p1 and p2
L := L ⊎ {C}

A := A \ {C1}

B := B \ {C2}

end
nd

Algorithm 2: Method to simulate fertilisation.

omputed by picking ⌊BUDDR ·occupation R⌋ random corals from
eef R. (Recall that hyper-parameter BUDDR controls the ratio of
orals that reproduce by budding.) Spawning and brooding are
ore involved since they require to select individuals to fertilise
ach other. The implementation relies on the fertilise method
hat is presented in Algorithm 2. This method gets two bags of
orals A and B as input and outputs a bag of larvae L. It first
nitialises L to an empty bag and then loops as long as there are
t least two different corals in bags A and B. In each iteration, it
elects two different random corals, mutates them, and crosses
hem over to produce a newborn. Note that mutation consists
f flipping any of the components of a coral and whether it
appens or not depends on a random Bernoulli variable whose
ean is controlled by means of hyper-parameter MUTP; crossing

wo corals over requires to compute two random crossing points
t which their genomes are exchanged. The final operations in
he loop update the resulting bag of larvae L and subtract the
elected corals from the input sets. Thanks to the fertilise method,
mplementing sexual reproduction is straightforward: spawning
mounts to initialising bag S with ⌊SPAWR·occupation R⌋ random
orals and then invoking fertilise(S, S) so that the selected corals
ertilise each other and produce a new bag of larvae L2; brooding
mounts to initialising bag B with the corals in the reef that
ave not been selected for spawning and then using the latter to
ertilise the former and produce a new bag of larvae L3. (Recall
hat hyper-parameter SPAWR controls the ratio of corals that
erform spawning; implicitly, the corals that do not perform
pawning perform brooding.)
The reproduction steps result in a bag L with new larvae,

hich must now settle. For each larva C , a set I with MNSA
andom positions in the reef are sampled (recall that MNSA is a
yper-parameter that controls the maximum number of settling
ttempts); larva C then settles at the first position in I that is
ither empty or contains a weaker larva. Simply put, larva C
ettles at position min{i ∈ I | R[i] = null ∨ health(M, C) >
ealth(M, R[i])}; if not such a position exists, then the larva
erishes. Note that computing the health of a larva or a coral
equires projecting the input feature matrix M onto the subspace
f features encoded by that larva or coral and then computing the
ilhouette, the Davies–Bouldin, and the Caliński–Harabasz scores.
e resorted to computing the clusters using the standard k-
eans procedure with k = 2 and we compared the health triplets
sing the Lexicase procedure [40].
The final sub-step of the evolution perishes ⌊PERIR·occupation R

andom corals in R, which simulates predation and pollution.
Recall that hyper-parameter PERIR controls the ratio of corals
hat perish.)
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When the main loop finishes, the best coral in the reef is
elected, that is, any of the corals with the maximum health,
hen projects the input feature matrix M onto the feature space
ncoded by that coral, and finally invokes the k-means algorithm
nto the projection with k = 2.

. Experimental analysis

In this section, we report on our experimental analysis.1 First,
e describe our setup, next, present the results, and, finally,
nalyse them and confirm our conclusions using a statistically
ound method.

.1. Setup

Our experiments were run on aWindows 10 computer with an
MD Ryzen 7 2700X processor and 16 GiB of DDR4 RAM memory.
e used Python 3.7 as the programming language, BeautifulSoup
.9.1 to parse the HTML documents and to work with the DOM
rees, the Selenium 3.141.0 headless browser with Firefox 80.0.1
nd Geckodriver 0.27.0 to compute the feature vectors, SciKit
earn 0.20.3 to perform basic clustering and to compute effec-
iveness measures, Pandas 0.24.2 to work with the datasets, and
umPy 1.16.3 to implement some vector and matrix operations.
he statistical tests were performed using the SCMAMP 0.2.55
ibrary.

We collected a repository with 2 544 HTML tables from the
ikipedia [41] and the Dresden Web Table Corpus (DWTC) [42].
e omitted the Wikipedia tables that are written using templates

ike infobox, navbox, or sistersitebox since extracting in-
ormation from them can be done using simple rule-based ex-
ractors that are currently deployed at major knowledge bases.
n order to make the repository as diverse as possible, we also
ampled some random tables and replaced the ones with very
ommon looks by new random tables that were more dissimilar.
he tables were split into four batches that were annotated by
our independent persons (the annotations consisted in labelling
he tables with their layout, i.e., ‘‘horizontal listing’’, ‘‘vertical
isting’’, or ‘‘matrix’’, and the cells with their roles, i.e., ‘‘meta-
ata’’ or ‘‘data-value’’). The batches shared 300 tables whose
nnotations were used to compute Krippendorff’s Alpha inter-
greement coefficient. The coefficient was 96.11%, which is high
nough to consider this repository a good ground truth.
We compared Coraline to four well-known competitors by

oshida et al. [23], Jung and Kwon [28], Embley et al. [30],
nd Nishida et al. [5]. The first three are unsupervised proposals
nd the last one corresponds to the state-of-the-art supervised
roposal. We configured them using the guidelines provided by
he authors. Unfortunately, Yoshida et al.’s [23] guideline was in-
omplete, so we made some decisions that are in accordance with
he common practices in the literature, namely: we initialised
he probabilities of their Expectation-Maximisation method with
andom values, we adjusted them in 10 iterations, we repeated
he process 100 times, and we kept the best result only. Regarding
oraline, we used the guideline by Salcedo-Sanz et al. [34] as a
tarting point and then performed some grid search to adjust its
yper-parameters as follows: 100 positions in the reef (RSIZE =

00), 30 generations (NGEN = 30), a maximum of three attempts
to settle larvae (MNSA = 3), a 5.00% probability of mutation
MUTP = 0.05), 50% ratio of initial occupation of the reef (INITR =

.50), 70% ratio of spawners (SPAWR = 0.70, i.e., the ratio of
rooders is 30%), 10% ratio of budders (BUDDR = 0.10), and 10%
atio of perishment (PERIR = 0.10).

1 Coraline, the competitors, and the datasets are publicly available at
endeley Data (http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/87gr74cr4r.3).
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4.2. Results

Regarding the performance measures, we collected the usual
ones, namely: precision, recall, the F1 score, and prediction time.
The confusion matrix was computed by considering the meta-
data class as the positive one and the data-value class as the
negative one. Precision was then defined as the ratio of meta-data
cells that were correctly predicted (true positives) to the total
number of predicted meta-data cells (true positives plus false
positives); recall was defined as the ratio of meta-data cells that
were correctly predicted (true positives) to the total number of
actual meta-data cells (true positives plus false negatives). The F1
score was computed as the two-harmonic mean of precision and
recall. The prediction time was computed as the average number
of CPU seconds required to predict the roles of the cells in a table.
In the case of supervised proposals, the time required to learn the
model was apportioned across all of the tables. The ground truth
was partitioned into three equal-size splits each: two splits were
used for learning purposes in the case of supervised proposals,
but discarded in the case of unsupervised proposals; the third one
was used to compute the performance measures.

Table 1 shows the raw experimental results. The rows provide
the averaged results attained per layout and repository plus their
grand averages. The first column shows the name of the repos-
itory and the second column reports on the layout with which
the proposal is dealing; then come five complex columns that
show the results regarding the proposals that were compared.
The highlighted cells correspond to the best results.

Fig. 2 provides an overall picture using box and whisker plots.
The dots in the vertical lines show the full distribution of results,
the boxes enclose the second-to-third quartile ranges, and the
horizontal lines within the boxes denote the medians.

4.3. Analysis

Regarding effectiveness, Coraline attains the best average pre-
cision, recall, and F1 score with the tables in both repositories.
nly the proposal by Nishida et al. [5] attains slightly better
esults with the horizontal listings from the Wikipedia repository
nd the vertical listings from the DWTC repository. The problem
n these cases is that Coraline classified some horizontal and
ertical listings as matrices when their first rows and columns
ere very different from the others. The difference is small, but
oraline is an unsupervised proposal whereas Nishida et al.’s [5]
roposal is supervised; note, too, that the neural network in
heir approach is more inefficient than the coral-reef optimi-
ation approach in our proposal. Yoshida et al.’s [23] proposal
id not attain the best results since this technique is based on
he assumption that the meta-data cells have common contents
cross different tables, which is not expected to be generally
rue in the Web. Furthermore, their approach is also based on
he frequency of the terms, which are not very repetitive and
ay occur only once in the case of numeric cells. The effective-
ess results achieved by Jung and Kwon’s [28] proposal are very
imilar to the results achieved by Yoshida et al.’s [23] proposal,
specially in the Wikipedia repository. In the DWTC repository,
he results are worse. This happens because there are some data-
alue cells that are highlighted in the tables and they are wrongly
lassified as meta-data cells. Embley et al.’s [30] proposal seems
o work better than the previous two, and it is sometimes better
han Nishida et al.’s [5] proposal and sometimes not. However, we
hould note that it achieves very good results when dealing with
atrices because it was originally intended to extract information

rom spreadsheets, but the tables in our repository do not typi-
ally have many repeated values and matrices are not the most
requent layout. This is likely the reason why Coraline is generally

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/87gr74cr4r.3


Table 1
Raw experimental results.
Repository Layout Coraline Yoshida et al. [23] Jung and Kwon [28] Embley et al. [30] Nishida et al. [5]

P R F1 T P R F1 T P R F1 T P R F1 T P R F1 T

Wikipedia

Horizontal lst. 0.86 0.92 0.88 7.90 0.72 0.78 0.74 0.38 0.70 0.75 0.72 < 0.01 0.63 0.79 0.69 < 0.01 0.91 0.95 0.92 11.96
Vertical lst. 0.88 0.90 0.89 6.52 0.45 0.51 0.47 0.38 0.47 0.59 0.50 < 0.01 0.77 0.83 0.80 < 0.01 0.61 0.63 0.62 11.98
Matrix 0.92 0.97 0.94 7.88 0.55 0.60 0.55 0.38 0.58 0.66 0.60 < 0.01 0.88 0.96 0.91 < 0.01 0.84 0.80 0.81 11.96
Grand Average 0.89 0.93 0.90 7.43 0.57 0.63 0.59 0.38 0.58 0.67 0.61 < 0.01 0.76 0.86 0.80 < 0.01 0.79 0.79 0.78 11.97

DWTC

Horizontal lst. 0.82 0.83 0.82 7.08 0.64 0.69 0.65 0.22 0.49 0.58 0.52 < 0.01 0.65 0.70 0.65 < 0.01 0.71 0.72 0.71 11.82
Vertical lst. 0.91 0.92 0.91 5.77 0.46 0.49 0.47 0.21 0.49 0.60 0.52 < 0.01 0.83 0.82 0.82 < 0.01 0.92 0.93 0.92 11.81
Matrix 0.97 0.96 0.96 7.26 0.55 0.60 0.56 0.21 0.29 0.51 0.36 < 0.01 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.00 0.83 0.77 0.79 11.82
Grand Average 0.90 0.90 0.90 6.70 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.21 0.42 0.56 0.47 < 0.01 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.00 0.82 0.81 0.81 11.82

Overall

Horizontal lst. 0.85 0.88 0.86 7.59 0.69 0.74 0.71 0.32 0.62 0.68 0.64 < 0.01 0.64 0.76 0.67 < 0.01 0.83 0.86 0.84 11.91
Vertical lst. 0.91 0.91 0.91 5.88 0.46 0.50 0.47 0.24 0.32 0.52 0.38 < 0.01 0.82 0.82 0.82 < 0.01 0.87 0.88 0.88 11.83
Matrix 0.93 0.96 0.94 7.74 0.55 0.60 0.55 0.34 0.56 0.64 0.58 < 0.01 0.89 0.97 0.92 < 0.01 0.83 0.79 0.81 11.92
Grand Average 0.90 0.92 0.90 7.07 0.57 0.61 0.58 0.30 0.50 0.61 0.53 < 0.01 0.78 0.85 0.80 < 0.01 0.84 0.84 0.84 11.89
Fig. 2. Box and whisker plots.
better than Embley et al.’s [30] proposal, although there are a few
cases in which its recall is slightly worse.

Regarding efficiency, Jung and Kwon’s [28] and Embley et al.’s
[30] proposals are the fastest, since they take an average time
that is almost negligible. Note, however, that the efficiency comes
at the cost of effectiveness, which does not seem an appropriate
trade-off in our context. Yoshida et al.’s [23] proposal ranks next
and it is followed by Coraline and the proposal by Nishida et al.
[5]. Yoshida et al.’s [23] proposal seems to provide a balance
between effectiveness and efficiency, but the improved effective-
ness of Coraline and Nishida et al.’s [5] proposal justifies leaning
towards them in our context. Note that the timings are worse,
but good enough in practice.

The previous analysis provides an overall idea of which pro-
posals rank the first and how they compare to each other. The
box and whisker plots suggest that Coraline generally ranks the
best regarding effectiveness and it is closely followed by Nishida
7

Table 2
Empirical ranks.
Proposal P R F1 T

Coraline 1.85 2.11 2.08 1.46
Nishida et al. [5] 2.39 2.38 2.53 1.54
Embley et al. [30] 3.45 3.37 3.09 3.00
Yoshida et al. [23] 3.50 3.51 3.49 4.06
Jung and Kwon [28] 3.81 3.63 3.81 4.94

et al.’s [5] proposal, and then comes Yoshida et al.’s [23], Emb-
ley et al.’s [30], and Jung and Kwon’s [28] proposals. They also
suggest that Coraline is better regarding efficiency than Nishida
et al.’s [5] proposal, but worse than the other proposals. The
previous conclusions are based on the fact that Coraline has the
smallest quartile range and the highest median regarding every
performance measure.
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To prove that our conclusions are statistically sound, we per-
ormed a statistical analysis at the standard confidence level (α =

.05) [43,44]. Table 2 shows the empirical ranks computed from
he results. We conducted Iman–Davenport’s test and got a p-
alue that was nearly zero in each case, which confirms that
he results support the hypothesis that there are statistically
ignificant-differences in rank amongst the proposals regarding
he performance variables. We then compared the best-ranking
roposal according to each performance variable with the others
nd got a p-value of 0.00 for each comparison, which confirms the
ypothesis that the differences in rank are statistically significant
t the standard confidence level.
Summing up: the analysis supports the conclusion that Cora-

ine is 6.67% better regarding effectiveness and 40.54% better re-
arding efficiency than the current state of the art and it is 11.11%
etter regarding effectiveness than the second best unsupervised
roposal.

. Conclusions

This article introduces Coraline, a new table-understanding
roposal that uses a coral-reef optimisation approach to make
eta-data cells apart from data-value cells, which is the key

o guessing the layout of the tables and interpreting their con-
ents. The approach is used to select a subspace of informative
eatures of the cells and cluster them in synchrony, which has
roven very effective and efficient on a variety of tables with
ifferent layouts, encoding problems, and formatting alternatives.
ur experimental study on a large repository of tables from the
ikipedia and the Dresden Web Table corpus confirms that Cora-

ine outperforms the state of the art both regarding effectiveness
nd efficiency in a totally unsupervised manner.
Our research plans include exploring how to extend Coraline

o that it can explore several clusterings using multiple subspaces
f informative features. We guess that this might result in a
ore effective approach at the cost of some extra inefficiency

hat might be improved by exploring parallel programming tech-
iques and semi-supervised clustering.
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